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Monday 30sic {29} Novr 1880.

Left Bromley by 8.7, & Euston by 10.10,
began raining on the way, & settled in a wet evening on reaching
Liverpool about 3 ½. Drove to Moss’s office & settled with them,
& then down a long way to Wellington Dock; saw my things on board,
& enquired if the 19 boxes had been received, all right at the office I was
told. Then took bus’s to Sefton Park, & got there about 5 ¾; had a talk
over prospects with Susan Harvey & saw Mr & Mrs Psicha & Catina; had
dinner at 7.0, & caught a bus at 8 ¼, reaching the vessel about 9 ½.
Did not sleep much with the clatter of two steam winches on deck,
loading all night long.

Tuesday 31st sic {30th}

Up early, & met Mr Highet who is to share my cabin. We
left the dock at about 9; & steamed down the Mersey. We had four
pilots on board extra, going down to their pilot vessel which lies
off Holyhead in all weathers ready for vessels. It began to blow
soon, & when they went off about 12 those who fetched them said
it was blowing hard down the channel, a strong S. wind. It blew
worse & worse all day, the waves dashing all over the forecastle
which was often hidden entirely by the spray, <the vessel pitching
heavily>. Of course I was
queer, but did not go over to the lee side till 8 in the even. I did
not attempt to go below to sleep, though I had had breakfast &
lunch below; & as the spray drenched even the top deck over
the cabins; I settled in to sleep on the top of the grating of the engine
room, under the lee of the spray shields; the air coming up
was about 75° or 80°, & kept me well warm, with my black
bag for a pillow, & my old canvas bag put on as a cap, the
flap round my neck, & the front down to my mouth. It was
a very dirty berth but I slept as well as the racket of the
engines just beneath would allow. Next.

Wednesday 1st Decr.

Up early ran below to wash face & hands,
then up again, & as it began to rain, hitched myself between two
chains behind the funnel & stuck there all the morning. The
passengers are Lord Elphinstone and Lady E. with 3 sons & 2 daus
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a governess, manservant & two maids, all for Malta. A Capt
Hartwell RN an old friend of Lord E, & Mrs H.. A dolorous Scotch lad
for Malta. A barrack sergeant for Cyprus; an Arabic
gentleman for Gibraltar; Mr Highet a young Scotchman for
Alexandria, with whom I join. There will only be the barrack
sergeant & our two selves after Malta, unless other passengers
join. Today was rather worse than yesterday <the sea shifting the
anchors on the forecastle>, but I found
that by not attempting to keep anything in the stomach, & keeping
quiet amidships, I was tolerable; but even a mouthful of water
made me sick immediately. About 3 ½ it cleared up, with less
wind, & that W. & we saw sunset. I made a rush below, &
got settled in safely, & had a tolerable night.

Thursday 2nd Decr

<Up at 7 ½.> Managed to drink a little, after 42 hrs
without a drop, & improved during the day so as to go down
to the 3rd course & dessert in even. There is plenty of feeding,
3rd course being plum pudding, fritters, dumplings, blancmange
& jam; & oranges, grapes, apples nuts &c for dessert; so I can get
on without the intolerably greasy dishes of savouries. Lat.
at noon 47°56’, run 249 miles; off Ushant. Got the bathroom
cleared of Lord E’s baggage, by poking the steward two or three
times every day, & had a good wash. Passed porpoises.

Friday 3rd Dec

Had light meals below; & felt tolerable. I
got up on deck just as the sun was rising over the Bay of
Biscay, water quite smooth & motion very steady; a purple
horizon all round shading through green to blue; the sun
coming up crimson with a few small clouds around it. By
noon we had run 258 miles, Lat abt 43°52’, I did not see the
Capts reckoning, but we agreed yesterday within 3’ by my
own obsns. Sighted the Portuguese coast about noon, &
saw it plainly all the afternoon, from Corunna southward.
A magnificent day, not a single cloud, & only a very slight
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swell; in fact I was rather baked in the aftn, as I sat on the
rail in front of the steering cabin, my favorite place, the
Captain, Highet, & old Capt. Hartwell all coming round there
for a long gossip. The evening was beautiful, after sunset
the thin crescent line of the new moon going down, turning
fiery red & bent by refraction from [] to [] & [], & at last
cut off by the horizon; Venus giving a long sheen beside it on
the water. Even the Sword of Orion shewed a glitter on the water.

Saturday 4th Dec

Up before sunrise, another glorious day.
The coast clear before sunrise, but hazy afterwards. At noon
we were just between Burling Island & Cape Carvoeiro;
& soon after sighted Mafra Palace & Cintra which we
were examining all the afternoon till about 3 ½ when we
were off Cape de Roca, within 3 or 4 miles of the shore.
Dolphins were racing alongside most of the day & a shark
was sighted. It is exquisitely clear, & only a slight swell, not
at all unpleasant. Soon after, about 4 ½, we had passed the
ridge of Cintra, & saw up the Tagus to Lisbon; seeing the palace
& part of the city.

Sunday 5th Dec.

We passed Cape St Vincent about 1 ½ am,
& no land was visible in the morning. As our Capt is a R.C.
the passengers were left to their private devotions, which
did not seem to extend beyond Lady E, children &
governess. Early in the afternoon we saw the hills behind
Cadiz, & soon after Trafalgar. The wind which had been
very slight & S. ahead hitherto; has today risen somewhat
& gone to E.S.E., so as to be still just ahead. Fortunately
the waves are very short, so that the vessel does not
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pitch at all, & being wind ahead there is no roll. A
few small clouds came up, but the sun was brilliant all day.
At sunset, about 5.0, we were off the white cliffs
of Trafalgar, & by 7 ½ passed between the red lights
facing each other on the nearest points of Spain &
Morocco. Soon after we sighted Gibraltar, & by 9 ½
anchored in the bay about ¾ mile off shore. I
expect to go ashore tomorrow morning & post
this. The streets running up the hill, make the
town shew a quantity of lights; I counted 170 at a
mile off.
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Monday Dec 6.

Up by 7.0, & watching the men who came
off to unload; many of them were unmistakable Spaniards,
but most were Maltese I was told. The free and easy style in
which they would sit nose & knees perched on a boat smoking a
cigarette was amusing, only stopping smoking for the continual
operations of spitting & scolding, or at least vociferating. After
breakfast at 8 ½ I went off ashore; the Elphinstone party &
Hartwells in one boat; the Scotch lad & myself & the E. maids &
man in the other; Highet was not well, & so stuck on board at
the last minute. I bolted through the town on landing, looking
at all I could, & after enquiries went to the Town Mayor’s
office <at 10.> for a permit to ascend the rock, & see the galleries.
I then set off <alone>, & went up the zig zag roads on<over> the 
southern end of the town, which are not much used apparently, &
reached the top at the signal station, the middle peak, in an
hour, 1450 ft above sea. The view is splendid from
thence; the rock itself is a bit of an upheaval of
limestone, thus [], the town being along the W
side which slopes at about 45°, & reaching perhaps 2 or 300
ft up; the E. side is vertical, with the exception of ledges, &
two slopes of debris. As an E. wind was blowing, it
beat up the precipitous face of the rock, & condensed a
cloud overhanging the town; it was curious to see it
forming, when standing at the top, looking along the ridge;
the vapour condensed a hundred feet or so from the top,
blew vertically up, & formed a thick cloud when it
reached the top. On leaving port the form of the cloud
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                                                    []
 
was most remarkably curved as above, l looking at the
back or E. side. After looking well at both sides, - & the top is
a sharp edge, where you can see down both ways at once -,
I went down by the pat road over the N. end of the town;
had a talk to a soldier going down, who led me to the
guard, where I got one to go through part of the
galleries with me; as much as I had time to see. They
are very spacious, 10<–15> ft wide by 15<–20> high in many parts,
beside the room for working each grave. I then went
down through the town, got a couple of pomegranates for
1d, & a pound of figs for 2d, & went off back to the
Nepthis at 12 ½. The Elphinstone party came about half
an hour later, & brought a huge lot of fruit for their own
consumption. Soon after the papers were brought off, &
we went to lunch & steamed out.

There are very few English to be seen in the streets, &
the dress is entirely Spanish among all others; ladies
wearing either a mantilla or nothing on the head & the
lower classes a handkerchief; the sashes of the men
are furiously brilliant in most cases, & a few
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Barbary Jews & moors in their heavy felt cloaks
set off the scene.

The rock is covered scantily with wild thyme, sage, & a bulb
with white star flowers, principally; no bushes or shrubs
growing muck ab high up: these grow up between the general
mass of limestone fragments which lie loose on the
surface ready to roll down with a push.

The mountains Northwards on the main land are very
fine, the clouds hanging halfway up them; & as I now
write on deck the ravines in them shewing in blue-gray
shadow on the pink-gray sunlit sides.

Our old Arabic trader, who is a native of Fez, here left
us; he deals in shirtings, & had been to Manchester to make
his purchases. As his English was limited l to half a dozen
words, we had to resort to Arabic; so that beyond a few
stray remarks on route, weather, &c, our mutual goodwill
was expressed by nods, smiles, & indications. Highet was his
great resource, as he speaks Arabic fluently; & on the
bad days at first, Muhammed was quite done for, & got
H. to kill him a fowl with all the orthodox rites, which
much comforted his mind & stomach.

Instead of him however we have sp shipped half a
dozen Barbary Jews & some Maltese, who are all
tucked away under cover of a sail over the hatch, aft.
The former are clad in scarlet & brown striped carpets,
or something of the sort, & all came out & kissed the
hem of <the Capt, 2nd officer &> Capt Hartwell’s coats when they went 
to look
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at them, <(Capt> H. did not feel inclined to return the
compliment, he said,.) in gratitude for having a
quarters allotted them with the Maltese under the
sail. We also shipped another passenger who was
urgent to go to Algiers, & consented to share the
captains cabin on deck, as all the berths were full.

Tuesday Dec 7

Up about 8, but a strong head
wind continued, rather ENE than otherwise, which
was very chilly & unpleasant all day; a little
rain in the morning cleared off, & the sun shone,
but I had to get some shelter, it was so cold.
We sighted the Algerine coast in the afternoon,
& expect to anchor at Algiers early tomorrow.
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<Mem. Lay this paper single on black to read easily.>

Wednesday Dec 8

By 5 ½ we had anchored <stopped> in Algeirsic {Algiers} harbour,
& after some shifting moored by about 7, just as I came on
deck. The dock labourers who came off were a most varied
crew, no Maltese or Spanish, but some French & mainly
Arabs of many shades. Some gamboge and Indian ink, some
pale burnt sienna, some pale umber, some almost white,
one with <what would be> a pale face for an Englishman, but very 
prognathous
& dressed beyond all the others in flowered garments, perhaps
a Turk: One with flappy lips [] thus, & a chocolate & milk
skin; in fact there were hardly two alike. Some lazy, some
active, one in particular who did as much as three others
& was joking with them all the time, a lithe slip of a fellow
about 18 or 20. After breakfast I went ashore with the
dolorous Scotch lad, but the Captn said we must be back
by 10 ½, which only left an hour ashore. I went to the
Consulate & got the Toynbee’s address, Anglo-Swiss
Pension, but after being misdirected to a Swiss Restaurant
& trying other people who knew nothing of it, I dropped the
search for fear of being too late; then took a little round
& enquired for the post office, got stamp & posted letter;
then strolled about, & tried to get photos of the Aqueduct
but they had none at the shop I went to, & I only got a
couple, of antique busts & an arch. Then back to the ship
which after all never weighed till about 1, so I might have
had triple the time ashore.
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Algiers lies on a hill side about 600 or 800 ft high in all,
the town running about half way up the hill; a valley
runs slanting into the mainland behind the town; &
there are houses also in the valley. The more private houses
have small windows & all white, none of the “odious pumpkin
colour” so prevalent at Gibraltar; & the large hotels &
houses, on the boulevards, have not large windows, & all
have an arcade for the footpath to make it shady []
with the house projecting over it. The streets are rather
narrow for the same reason, & everything speaks of
being baked, from the palms in the squares upwards
Capt Hartwell & his wife left us here; he has taken out a
large tricycle to ride; imagine a very stout old sailor spinning
along the dusty bright roads in Algeria on such a machine!

The country all around is beautiful; hilly, but not barren;
the town is micaceous slaty soft stone, & the building
stones are porphyritic, quartzite both grey & purple, &
other metamorphic stones rocks. It was a brilliant
day, & the bright white square flat roofed houses cut
out clean against the blue sky as seen from the water.

During the afternoon we coasted along near the
Algerian shore, which is very fine; no cliffs, but a bold
green hilly country, singularly bare of houses or villages
considering how fertile it looks. The French certainly have
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not flourished in colonization. The wind is not quite
so cold today, but still too much to write on deck except
in sheltered parts, which are all, always ,& continually,
filled up by the Elphinstone party. Lady E. has been invisible
for two days; certainly not the fault of the weather, for
the water is as smooth as a lake & there is hardly
ever any perceptible pitch or roll.

Thursday Decr 9

Up about 8; nothing particular going
on. The wind has at last changed, & gone to N.W.; so
we have sails up; & there is more motion. About
noon we sighted Galita Island & by 3 ¼ were just
passing between the S coast of Galita & W. Galitona. They
are wholly uncultivated rocky islands, rising in
Galita to 600 or 800 ft, apparently micaceous slate till
like Algiersic {Algiers}. <Very fine contoured strata on the SW of
Galita.> There are fishers on the main island, Galita; &
I saw 3 masted boats, & 3 rowing boats; there are 3 caves visible
apparently occupied by the fishermen; & a new large hut,
besides a tent on the beach. Parts of the island look capable
of cultivation. The African coast lay visible to the S.

Friday Dec 10

We passed Cape Bon & Pantellaria in the
night, which was even rougher than when off Holyhead
the Captn said, but being a favourable wind we did not
feel it so much. There was also some rain. This
morning cleared up; & by noon we were 22 miles off Gozo,
which was however invisible in the haze, having
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done 12 knots an hour with the N.W. wind. I expect
to post this at Malta, this afternoon, where we shall
be by about 3.0, leaving again early tomorrow, so I
shall not have time to do any of the tombs &c I fear.
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Friday Dec 10

The ship came to anchor in Valetta
harbour about 3 ¾; & as soon as pratique was granted,
& the yellow flag down, I went ashore, & struck out through
the fortifications of Valetta into the country; thinking I
might manage to hit one of the tombs marked on the
map; but I found all the ground enclosed & cultivated
so that I could not find it easily, & it was already
sunset; so I struck out into the country beyond, till
I passed a mile stone of “2 miles to Valetta”; went over
part of the race course & made round back into the
town, the moon being very bright so that I found my
way easily.

It must be a fearful place in the summer, nothing but
white limestone everywhere, & even at this season
deep in dust. The whole country is terraced, with
retaining walls of limestone, even on very gentle
slopes, in order to preserve the surface soil apparently.
Hence when on low ground there is no soil to be seen,
nothing but white limestone walls one behind the
other, with scraps of cactus hedge here & there. The hills
are not steep in general, & there are no mountains
or extra heights, nothing but a nearly uniform top level,
with valleys scarped out in it by denudation. This
is finely shewn in Gozo, where all the hills we passed
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had a flat top with steep edges, of some harder limestone,
which broke away cliffy as the softer stuff beneath it
weathered, thus []. Both islands seem
to be closely cultivated & inhabited, but the fields I
saw were absurdly small, not larger than cottage
allotments in England. The large stiff black hoods
of the women, with loose puffy black capes which
catch the wind, are striking; [] is all that
you see of a Maltese woman’s upper works.

Having had this walk I made my way to the
Post Office, getting a stamp at a shop on the way; for I
was told no business, even selling a stamp could be
done till tomorrow though it was only about 6.
I then walked on till I hit the market, strolled about
it, & got 2 lbs of figs for 4d, & 2 melons over 8 ins long
at 2d each, & then made my way down to the
landing place. The proper fare oft was 6d, but
as the ship had shifted in closer since I left her,
& it is hard to pick out the right one from a group
in the dark, the boatmen ran me right up to
the head of the harbour to another passenger ship,
professedly in mistake, perhaps really so; however
it was a pleasant row, with a fine sky & bright moon,
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so they got the 1s they demanded. The arrangements
are peculiar; 1s for the first time a passenger takes
a boat, 6d the second, & 3d (the regular tariff)
afterwards, so I was informed by the officials &
police.

I got on board about 7, & found Highet just dressing
to go ashore for the evening, having some friends
here. All the other passengers (the 10/<1> of the
Elphinstone party & the Scotch lad), all left the ship
here, and I hear we take in 5 Turks. I now
get a cabin to myself, & Highet also, as there is
plenty of room. The Turks did not arrive & we
only took in one Englishman, rather handsome,
middle-aged, but a very unpleasant selfish expression.

Saturday Dec 11

<We left Malta about 8 ½.> The weather very fine, but about
midday a swell from the N<W> wind blowing down the
Adriatic set in, & my figs for breakfast were rather too
much for me, so I went to the lee side & did not venture
on dinner; even some dry toast at tea, I had to resign
a couple of hours afterwards. Early dinner is on, now
that the E.’s are gone, the Captn preferring it. The
vessel rolled about 30° at the worst; one wave rising
above the horizon as I stood on the top deck, & this
lasted all night (I slept well however, on an empty stomach)
& on into Sunday. At tea a bottle of pickles shot its
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contents across the table, & Highet’s tea hopped about
amazingly, plates had to be levelled by hand, & it was
only the frames on the table that made meals possible.

Sunday Dec 12

The swell continued this morn, & I
did not venture on breakfast, but was more
happy by dinner time. The motion nearly all subsided
by the afternoon, only having a moderate roll
occasionally. I have but little sense of perpendicularity
remaining now; & unless a heavy roll comes to
awaken me to it, I look on the small perturbations
of my surroundings with somewhat of wonder.
It seems almost a puzzle why my clothes will
occasionally persist in sticking out at such an
angle [] from the wall where they should hang; &
varying pressures as I sit or lie down, I often view
theoretically as produced by a new centre of
attraction capable of translation to either side, &
find some relief in the idea when a strong qualm
assails me. The sunset was exquisite, ribbons of
pink & blue radiating from far below the horizon,
caused by the shadows of invisible clouds cast across
the rosy glow of the sunset sky.

Monday Dec 13

Another brilliant day which made
me glad of a bol boat’s shade, but still I stick to my
great coat for sitting on deck.

Algiers
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Tuesday 14 Decr

Alexandria was sighted early in the
morning, & after when I went on deck after finishing my
packing, before breakfast I found we were just nearing
the breakwater, & had taken the pilot on board. We
worked into harbour & as soon as the hatches were off I
went below, & hunted for my boxes. I found three, but
the end of the ladder box had been smashed up by a huge bale
of cotton goods, of which the cargo mainly consists. What will be
the state of the dozen others I know not <(5 are wood, &
undamagable)>. Finding that nothing
would be done for some time, I then <about <11 ½> went in the Hotel 
des Messageries boat, which I had previously engaged; taking
only my great coat strapped up, & the canvas bag of dirty clothes;
these they passed without any trouble at the Customs <& they noted & 
returned my passport>; I told the
boatman that I should not want his guidance, & I could carry
the baggage myself, so I cut clear of all touts, helps, & worries
& shot off at a brisk rate to Phillip, the goods agent <(Highet & shewn 
me his place on the map last night)>; he was
advised by mail of my 19 packages; & recommended me
to go to Mr Caillard (an Englishman <Director of Customs>) to get an 
order for
remission of the 8% less 1/10 (= 7.2%, called here 8% less 10%)
which is levied on all cargo & freight as being wares for
merchandise. <thus> <This will save 4 or 5 ₤ >. Mr C. was visible from 
10–12 & 3–5, & being ¼ to 12
I could do nothing till afternoon. So I went on to the hotel, first
posting my last journal, forgetting however to say where posted
or to fasten it, I only hope it reached <home> safely. The hotel is
in newish quarters close to the sea, & therefore fresh & healthy,
here I found dejeuner a la fourchette at 12 ½, so struck out
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(shift to write between lines of other side)

for a stroll & for the chance of there being any letters at the
English Consulate for me, but (as I expected) there were none.
After lunch I went off for a round to the Ramleh Station, then
to the Cairo Sta, &c &c, I in order not to feel quite at sea in
my bearings; then out to Pompey’s pillar, passing several fine
monolith pillars of red granite in rubbish heaps on the way;
fortunately a couple of clerical tourists with a guide, just took
up the crowd of importunate urchins, & by a little dodging
I escaped all worry, & had a calm look at the splendid monolith
67 feet <67 feet> high & 9 ft diameter; perhaps what struck me almost 
as much is the great age that it proves for the huge heap of
rubbish on which it stands, but which in various holes in it
one would suppose to be only two or three centuries old, if as
much. A fine statue of Ramses II, lies broken not far from it
& the greater part of another, of R. also? I then went back to
the fortification & round by the quays to the custom house,
enquired for Mr Caillard, & was guided to his office; I found he was
out, but his sub. thought I could get remission, and I must go
again at 10 tomorrow. Then off to ship again, & after waiting
some time I got them to work at the fore hold, & cleared out my
ladder box which was laid on deck, & I left the ships carpenter
patching it up; I gave him 1/- & told him to do his best for any
of the others that might be damaged. But as I have to spend
2/- for going to & from the ship, & also time worth 5/ or 6/- here
for doing it, I hardly think it worth while to go off again, as
the carpenter & mates are quite aware of what I want. So I
            shall await the things at the Customs.
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I left about 5 ¼, taking my black bag in which I put all that I
shall want, leaving the portmanteau to go with the boxes.
Having been once through Custom Ho, I was landed res a little
way off, & being dusky it was shut, so I walked my bag off
without any hindrance. Called at Philip’s & told him how things
go: he does not expect to get them done till Thursday. Then
to hotel & found dinner to 7, instead of 6 which I had aimed at.
The only English news I could get was <in> the Moniteur Egyptn 
which was very scanty; the Penicuick explosion was about all. A
comfortable dinner, not so heavy as the feeding on the Nepthis,
& over an hour to quietly work at it. Things here are just
the right pitch; clean, tidy, & airy, but nothing of display
or show about it, no coloured glass or gilding. There are
two Englishmen & five French here. I am not at all bothered
by flies, only a couple or so in the day; but I saw thousands on
some places & people, <native> eating shops & sleeping fellahs swarm
with them. My bedroom is at the top (3rd floor), very high
ceilings, good sea view as the hotel is next to the beach; French
windows onto balcony, with outside louvre board shutters,
so I can leave them open. The waiter here who speaks a little English
tells me that Mr Caillard is a “very good man”, which is promising.

Wednesday 15 Decr

Slept till 9.0, after breakfast went off to
Mr Caillard the Director General, & after waiting saw him; he is
a very gentlemanly, tall, aristocratic man with iron grey
hair, very pleasant in manner, & not above a little laugh.
After explaining things to him, he agreed to pass all but the
provisions & wood, duty free, only taxing ₤16 instead
of ₤56 of declared value. If I had a letter from Genl Stone
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or some such person, he would also have ordered all to be
passed unopened; this of course I did not press for, & he said
that I only need open two or three. I then waited while his
Secretary gave instructions to the Secs clerk, & at last
saw the letter actually done, & ready for them to send to the
Customs. I then went down to the quay & saw all the boxes
there, except two I had left in the cabin; gave an order for
them to the old Arab captain of the lightermen, & examined the
damages. The ladder box is only crushed at one end; the
lid of the standard box is much cracked, <in one place, & not badly,> 
but from the
construction I do not think it can have been stove in
at all. The side of the bath box, which was also thin, was
smashed, & the carpenter had put on a fresh one; the
other things are all right, including the large flat case
of the steel square, which I feared most for of all.
By this time it was just lunch hour, so I looked in at
Philips coming back, & he told me to call this even to fix
hour for his customs man tomorrow. Saw Captn Hall there,
selecting Christmas cards for his little ones, he said nothing
had been lost out of the bath box. Then to lunch.

Immediately after I started off at 2 for the Catacombs out
towards Meks; found a nice group of chambers, & measured
them, the little 12 foot tape being very handy, as not much
accuracy is wanted. They are however well worked
as one chamber’s sides are <all> equal to within 1/10 inch on 121.6.
Then down by shore I found another group, & measured
them, one Arab watching some time in wonder, but
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I had no interruption, so got through 140 measures in a
little over 2 hours. It was then sunset so I started back,
& just then an officious well dressed man came up, &
seemed much put out with me, apparently wanting to
know what I was doing in such a place; he was either <perhaps> a
custom’s agent suspecting some smuggling, or else a
strange man unused at seeing a European without a sustainer [?]
I think. However I merely told him in Arabic that I was
going to Alexandria, & marched off at 4 ½ miles an hour
over the rough ground, soon seeing no more of him.
A lovely evening with brilliant full moon rising in
the Eastern glow of pink resting on a blue horizon, with a
Western orange facing it. Called at Philips & agreed to
meet his agent there at 10.0 tomorrow. Back to hotel
by 6, & then copied off measures of the first tomb before
dinner at 7. Only one of the two Englishmen were there, &
as I was shifted next to him, I opened on him; he is a
Scotch man, quite a gentleman, has been in Natal &c for a
couple of years, & is now on his way to England I think. He
has stayed with Bishop Steere at the mission stations, & is
much disgusted with the fact that taken altogether, the
civilisation does far more harm to the savages than
Christianity does good; or rather the spoilt specimens
are so common that the improved ones are scarcely to be
seen. We chatted on till ¼ to 10, I then copied off the rest of my
measurements, & wrote journal, till 11.0 & to bed.

Thursday 16th Decr

Somehow I could not sleep, though not at
all restless or uncomfortable, & from 3 till 6 was all the
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nap I had. After breakfast I went off & was at Philips
before 10, but his agent never came, he sent two or three
times for him, & at last when all the useful part of the
morning was gone, at 11 ½ a message came that he was
engaged, & could not come till after 3. Mem. all offices
close at 12, & reopen at 2 or at 3 here. Philip then kindly
said that he would send one of his shop clerks with me
at about 2; & as the other fellow was a Syrian, & the
clerk a Frenchman, the exchange was one that I appreciated.
I only had then an hour to spare, so I struck off past the
fortifications out to the ruins of Ptolemaic palace & Roman
tower; the palace is nowhere, only a few scraps of wall
exposed in the sea face of a huge mound of rubbish, & one
pillar on the shore. The whole shore is composed of pottery
washed down & mingled with the sand, scraps of Roman glass
are also mixed in it. The Roman tower has a modern fort
on it; & huge great blocks of masonry & tilework, <whole sides of 
chambers,> loosened
by the waves have slipped & fallen out of place, & lie
hitched uneasily in all sorts of positions close around the
site. There is nothing worth measuring. I then went back
to lunch.

About 2 ¼ the clerk came & fetched me, & we went down
to the Customs. There from office to goods shed, & vice versa,
hither & thither, we marched to & fro; three offices in
particular we frequented, at each of which the principal
sat with 3 or 4 parties declaiming simultaneously, & in
varied orders; & after the whole business which took
2 ½ hours, might have been done in 10 minutes. Only
two boxes were opened, but three different officials at
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intervals came & looked at the things, 5 or 6 men in all.
Mr Caillard had to be appealed to twice; once when an
officious Italian insisted at great length, on the necessity of
my valuing separately every tin of food in the box I had
opened; & secondly when for the other box of the large theodolite
they would not rest until they knew that from Mr C himself
that he passed it free, though it was entered in the list on
which he had himself written that only ₤16 was to be
taxed. The only decent official was one who spoke English
very well, had been in the Engineers, & rather astonished me
by volubly asking if the theodolite was 6 or 8 inch, & who was
the maker. The little French clerk of Philip’s stuck to
the work very well, was very pleasant & obliging, &
said that he would personally direct the carting of the
boxes to the station tomorrow, & finish up matters there.
I gave no bakshish whatever, determined to carry
it through by Mr Caillard’s authority; but I gave
the clerk 5 francs, as I should to anyone in England,
considering that he had an unpleasant & fatiguing afternoon’s
work, instead of quietly sitting in Philip’s shop, & that he
would have a longish job tomorrow also; he was politely
loath to take it, but I gave it as for him to use for bakshish,
etc, in taking the things off tomorrow. He spoke French, Italian,
Arabic, & fair English.

By the time we had finished & I had come back, & said goodbye to
Mr Philips, it was past sunset, so I could do nothing much. I
bolted however back down the Rue de Ras el-Tîn, & out
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through the Arab quarter some way along the neck of land to the
fort on the site of the Pharos; I passed one sentry, disregarded
a remark of another soldier, & only stopped when a third
good humouredly but steadily informed me that there was
mafish (nothing) there; by questioning I at last got him to
understand my query whether it was prohibited or not to go
there, & as he said yes, I turned back; not thinking perseverance
worth while, as I could hardly see one stone from another,
& <so> could not have foun detected any ancient remains there.
I got back to the hotel about 6, & sat down to writing, &c, till
dinner; & after that, & a chat to Mr Mathieson the Scotchman,
I finished this off till about 10, & then shall post it
for the English mail, to <which goes> early tomorrow.

I intend to go to Cairo by 8.30 train tomorrow (17th)
reaching there by 2.40 pm.; go to Hotel Abbat, the
cheapest good one apparently, & if possible have a
talk at the Consulate before it closes at 4.

Alexa I-
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Friday 17 Dec

Did not sleep well again, only 4 hours; I think the
pillow was too high. Up at 6.20 & dressed, went down for clean
clothes to pack up, which had been washed, & the man was not yet
up at 7, so I had to wait; & at last they came up rough dried, & not
even folded. After packing went down & had breakfast, paid
bill & off, somewhat astonishing the wa two waiters by not
requiring a carriage or even a porter. Got to the sta in good
time, & went 2nd, as 3rd class is di/<too> dirty. The rail
all along the delta is rather monotonous, the country is
fearfully sloppy, & the stations few & far between. The palms
& acacias however relieve the landscape somewhat & the
sky was beautifully clouded in the morning, & reflected
without change in the still lakes. At every station there
are many hawkers of provisions fruit & water, running along
on the off side of the carriages; the greater number being
tiny girls with dark blue ragged wrappers, holding aloft
the regular water bottles [] or [] & crying in piping voices
maia, maia; while here & there an old man appears with his
water skin <on his back>, giving the full voiced moyeh (water), & gave
making a lurch head foremost, spouts out a stream from
over his shoulder into a cup when required. I made a good
lunch on three rolls, five hard eggs, & a slip of native cheese,
made in a thin cake, rather flaky, & salt. The eggs are a
frequent article, a tray of over a hundred being carried about;
they are very good, but have an olive grey coating to the yolk.
From one of the little imps in a blue wrapper I got half a dozen
oranges; & did not venture on their water supply, doubting
its source. Oranges everywhere here sell at 5d a dozen, &
are large thin skinned & very juicy. Rather inferior ones
are only 3d a dozen, as good however as we ever get in England.
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The manners of the natives I travelled with, are very free &
easy, they are continually laughing & joking one another,
particularly the railway officials; & they quite as a matter
of course take up anything belonging to a<ny> stranger, examine
it, & pass it on to be looked at.

At last I sighted the two tall minarets of Cairo, & soon after
the Pyramids, which were on the other side to where I sat: &
after 6 hrs 10 mins at 2.40 we reached Cairo. I was
besieged by porters & donkey boys, but held my own, &
walked off with my baggage; I had left the portmanteau
to come with the boxes, putting into the handbags all that I
shall want at present.

I went to where the Hotel Abbat was, but it has changed
hands, & is now the Hotel D’Europe. It agrees to the description
as being “of moderate pretensions” but is clean & tidy, <& close to the 
stan>; a pleasant old French woman, & a boy “Mahmoud” are the only
officials I have yet seen in it: they only speak French & Arabic.
There is a café for visitors, but no heavy meals, those being
left to restaurants. I then went to the Consulate, & found it
had been shifted, or at least the map was wrong <got Dr Grant’s ad-
dress & found Kilgour had left Egypt.>: there I found
that (unlike Alexandria) they only take in letters if previously
requested; & after getting Dr Grant’s address I went to the
Post Office; but there were no letters there for me; there must
be one however I remember, the money orders from Alexa.

Thence I went to Dr Grant’s, & sent in my card, writing on
it that I should be glad to see him about Sydney Hall’s apparatus.
He was just going out with another doctor to a consultation,
& he had clean forgotten Sydney Hall’s name, much more the
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apparatus; as soon as I said that it was for Pyramid measures
he lighted up immediately, clapped me on the shoulder &
asked me to come to lunch at 1 tomorrow, & talk over matters.
I thanked him much, & he said perhaps we could go over
there for a night, so I said I hoped to settle there for some
months, which he seemed much pleased with, & said then we
shall have not one talk, or two, but several. This passed
as we went down his stairs. It was then 4 o’clock, so not
having light to go far I struck right up the Muski, (the
principal street) & its continuation the Rue Neuve, out to
the Windmill hill; from hence having a fine view of the
city; the hill is entirely composed of pottery & sand, & is
about 150 feet high I should think, there are about a
square mile of hills like this, or rather lower, around
Cairo, & one is dumbfounded at the vast quantity of
pottery that they imply, especially as Cairo has only
existed for only 12 centuries. I then went down & wandered
somehow to & fro through the narrow lanes & bazaars, gradually
working out to the straight ugly new cut of the Boulevard
Mohammed Ali, down that & up the Muski again. The latter
being rather wide for a native street has poles across from
roof to roof, & tattered matting thrown <loose irregular boards 
placed> over them for a
shade. I then turned down a close lane leading to the Hotel du
Nil & went into a Franco-Greek restaurant there, & had
a comfortable dinner; fairly cheap being 1/9 ½, all a la carte.
There is one advantage in this arrangement, as I can get dinner
earlier than <at> the hotels, the hour (7-8) at Alexandria not
suiting me. Then I wandered round the Ezbekiyeh Place
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for the third time today, past my hotel & the railway sta
& out along the Shubra Avenue. This is a road running
out into the country, with a row of acacias? <lebbek trees> on each 
side; they
grow up in as several stems, (up to five or six) which somehow
get upwards with many a diverse twist [] & a
cap of foliage on the top, in all about 30 or 40 ft high.
The road to has country houses & palaces scattered all
along it, at intervals; & after going about a mile & a
half I turned back; reluctantly however as it is a
lovely night, a brilliant full moon & the air like a
warm evening in the end of August; the days are cooler
in proportion, being like the finest weather in the middle of
September. I speculated in a handful of nuts on my
way back; oily, & with a flavour of fried fish, or some such
taste, but very good. I then went up to my room & wrote up
this journal.

Saturday 18 Decr

Off by 8 ½ to the Bûlak Museum, & made a
general survey of it. The most interesting things are the
early remains 4th-12th Dynasty, & the few Hyksos statues; the
great diorite statue of Chephren, & a beautiful pair of man & wife
seated with crystal eyes are most striking; the intense lifelikeness
& absence of rigidity of the latter is astonishing, & the
eyes, strange though they are, are admirable; the iris is colored
light grey, which is interesting. Another point quite new to me
is that the earliest figures have a small moustache, generally
dark. The wood carving of the earliest period is marvellous,
the statue of an official about three feet high, could not be
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more life-like or expressive, with his cheerful & good humoured
smile combined with dignity, & a determination to be obeyed.

What is still less known elsewhere are the panel carvings in wood,
on single slabs about 2 ½ feet X 1 ft All in relief, figures &
hieroglyphics,
so free, clear & sharp in execution. The Hyksos statues are
quite un Egyptian; a human faced lion-sphinx, & a/<tw>o ma/<e>n 
seated are the principal figures; both in black stone highly polished,
with a thick heavy style but not the Egyptian stiffness, clumsy
but pliable looking; the men have long beards: & on the whole
they are handsomer than the Egyptian face, particularly the
lion-sphinx.

I then went over to the place marked as “New Museum” on map, but 
there is nothing of the sort there; I suppose it is where it is to be. Then
strolled back, went to the P.O. & after much difficulty at last
got my money orders from Alexandria; which owing to my name
being at full length, & in two lines on the direction, had been
sorted out under “Matthew”. But there were no other letters
or papers for me. <Looking/<ed> <in> at the goods sheds, but did not 
see my boxes come yet.> Then back to hotel & tidied up to go to Dr 
Grant’s, but a boy took such an inordinate time to black my boots (in 
the street) that I was 5 min late. I found they had begun, but
three others dropped in after me. There was Dr Grant & Mrs G; an
English doctor whose name I forget <(S____)>, a Miss Schultz whose 
English was
shaky, another <lady> “ “ “ “, & Dr G’s only son (about 9 or 10) &
little daughter. They were all very pleasant, the other doctor S,
by whom I sat, knowing a good deal about prehistoric antiquities
& having made excavations at Rhodes; Dr G. is also a good hand at
antiquities & they opened up on “Stonehenge”, having evidently
seen reviews <of> it. I think I had better give Dr G. a copy of it, as I 
have two with me, & he does not recommend my going to Mariette at
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present particularly. The so called “lunch” was their early dinner.
After lunch I had a long talk with Dr G. about matters. He is
not at all bound to Piazzi, or anybody of the party; in fact
he laughs at many or most of their ideas; & is even
not averse to the tombic theory: hence I am quite safe
not to have any opposition in any way from that cause.
He considers it quite safe to go & settle in with Ali Gabri
(not Dobree as C.P.S. writes it) as head-man, giving the
shēkh occasional bakhsheesh of about <= fully> ₤1 a month, but
no great lump at last: they are too much hand-to-mouth
to do that. He says, as Highet said, & Baedecker also, that there
is no chance of a raid, much still less of personal violence,
that even nothing large would be ventured on, on or any
regular stealing, but only appropriation of trifles & attempts
at imposition; and that Ali would be above that, as
C.P.S. says. He told me that some of the Pyramid Arabs are
nearly every day in Cairo; so often, that it is not worth
while to go out there to find Ali, as he might be out; I
therefore, as he recommended, went to the Oriental Hotel &
to Shepheard’s & asked the door attendants to send any
of the Pyramid Arabs they might see to Dr Grant; & he will
get Ali Gabri over to his house, & there make a personal
settlement with him & me. This is all very satisfactory,
& only entails a little delay; if Ali does not turn up soon,
I shall go over to the Pyramids some morning & fetch him to
Dr G; as the latter most kindly said I should always find
him at home from 1 to 3 ½. He is too much engaged all day
& every day to ever get a day off to the Pyramids, but very
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occasionally he goes over for a night’s work, being thus
uninterrupted by travellers there. He does not think
Mariette would be grant anything of use particularly, & I am
quite free to occupy a tomb &c. without his permission. As
to Genl Stone he does not see that he will be useful except in
difficulties, or perhaps to get a letter from Riaz Pasha the
Prime Minister, ordering the shēkh at his own peril to protect
me; any personal interference, in the way of an official or
soldier on my first settling in, would be rather worse than
nothing; as the aversion to the government & officials, would
cause more ill feeling, than their presence would inspire
respect, in the minds of the Arabs. He recommends my going
to the Consul General & trying if he will take me up, & get an
order from Riaz, if not try Genl Stone to same effect; but not
to delay going for it, as I can do without it & it can be
shewn just as well after I have been there some time.

Dr G. shewed me his collection of antiquities; some very fine
things among them. What struck me most was his large set of
inscribed scarabæi, ranging from Shofo downwards; some dozens
before the 12th Dyn. two of Shofo, more of Shafre, & several of many
of their successors. Bronzes, stone tablets (including one most
exquisite one, wh with figures & hieroglyphics in relief, brilliantly
colored & gilt, & worked like gem-cutting almost, unique in its
style), seals, gems, & coins he also shewed me & chatted over;
the latter he knows but little about, but nevertheless secures
all he can. He is well known to the Arabs as a collector, & has thus
the pick of many finds of antiquities.

Mrs Grant & family went to England recently, & returned in the
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Nepthis, so they know Capt Hall. Dr G. kept shewing
me thing after thing, sometime after I began to get under
weigh, & it was 4 ¼, before I left him, just as two patients or
visitors were coming upstairs. Nothing could have been
kinder or more open than his manner & ways, if I had come
to him with a strong introduction; & considering how
unceremoniously I dropt on him, it is far more than
I could have expected. They laugh at the time-passage theory,
& one visitor they had some time ago, whom Mrs G described
with gusto as so solemn, & who called all the passages by the
supposed reference to the dispensations, was just saved, by
Dr Grant catching him at the top of the Grand Gallery, or (as he
expressed it) “preserved from falling down the Christian
Dispensation”!! I did not touch on Anglo Israel, & very
carefully felt my way, so as not to touch on any possible
subject of difference, until Dr G. had mentioned or implied
his own views on such matters, as it was not the time to discuss any 
difference of views. Dr G. is very sensible of
the intolerance of C.P.S., who wanted him to do & believe so
much, that Mrs G. wrote to say she hoped C.P.S. would not put
the Great Pyramid between a man & his wife; C.P.S. wrote
“very solemnly” about “the truth” bef being of paramount
importance; to which Mrs G. replied that the truth which
was of such importance to Dr Grant was that about men’s
livers & hearts; “and I don’t know what he thought of that,
I an afraid he thought me very badly of me” said she.
They are both very fond of a joke. I said to Dr G

After bidding Dr G. goodbye I strolled round to my room
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& then went off up the Muski out to the tombs of the Khalifs
in the twilight; then dodged about the streets a little, & went to
the restaurant again for dinner. Then got some fruit (I take
nearly a dozen oranges a day here) & tried some native stuff, a
sort of hard bake of sugar & a small oily seed, with large seeds
or nuts on the top; it was not bad, but had a fried flavour owing
to the heated oil. Soon after returning to my room I turned very
sleepy, & was pretty well tired with the last few days; so I
had a good long night, in bed about 11 ½ hrs, & felt better for it on

Sunday 19 Decr.

After café I went off to the English Church by
10, but found the service was not till 10½, so I stood &
baked in the sun un <under> the lee of the church, for there was a
sharp N. wind blowing, & I had a slight sore throat. The service
is plain, but there are one or two highish & fashionable “fixtures”
in the place; the sermon was in praise of St Thomas, & his requiring
evidence, without ever mentioning the reproof to him. After
this I had 5 oranges & strolled a bit, <all about the Ezbekȳeh Gardens, 
which are very nice;> & then went & had lunch.
I then returned to my room for a couple of hours, & felt very glad
not to be bound to go somewhere. By 5 o’clock I was
down at church again, which was thinly attended, about 30;
there were about four or five times as many in the morning. The
sermon was full of ecce homo, but nothing of ecce deus; so, together
with the morning sermon, I fear it is rather broad. After
this, not being very hungry, I got half a dozen hard eggs &
three little ring loaves at a native stall for 4d, & ate my
supper walking up & down under an empty colonnade. The
loaves are all sprinkled on the top with the same oily seeds of which
the hard bake was made, so I eschewed that part, for they are
somewhat sickening in quantities.

I saw Dr S. at church in morn, but Dr Grant was not there
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at which I am astonished, as I fully expected to see him from
two or three allusions he made to it, & to Sunday; I
think he must be too Presbyterian to go to Church of
England<.> or else knows that more English[?]/<& After[?]> After 
returning to the hotel I turned sleepy again in an hour or two, & went
to bed rather early.

Monday 20 Dec 

Applied at the Consulate & posted this.

Alexa II
Cairo I -
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Monday Dec 20

After café, to the station, & saw all my
boxes lying there safely; then posted letter journal, & then
to Consulate. Saw Mr Raph. Borg, (an Italian I presume)
who was Sec.y & is now Vice Consul. Told him what I
wanted, & he said that I had better put it in writing; so
I went back to my room (within ¼ mile) & wrote off a formal
application for a letter of ordering the Sheikh of the
Pyramid district to grant me all due protection,
either from the Prefect of Police whom Borg suggested or
other authorities. Borg was very polite & was just going
to the Prefect, so there was no delay. Then I went
off to the Citadel, <as told by Mr Borg,> to see Dr Grant Genl Stone; an 
Arab officer on guard only spoke Arabic, & he tucked up the
name of the Kasr en Nil barrack in such a long &
rapid sentence that I could not catch it; I pulled out the
map, & he shewed much attention to my wants, but
remarkably little intelligence; he could not even read
the French names, <so I had to name them> but at last hit the Kasr en 
Nil, which is at the extreme other end of the city. By this time
it was too late to get there in time before the noonday
closing, so pushing through a crowd of donkey boys who
had collected exp expecting a job, I stretched off at 5 miles
an hour, leaving them behind; a plan which always
amuses the bystanders, who laugh at their disappointment.

I tried some sugar cane which is just now in season, &
is laid out in heaps all along the roadside by street sellers;
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but I found it sickening, & could get through but little.
Then I struck through the Sukkariyeh & other bazaars to
the Muski, & after a stroll up & down it, turned into
the restaurant for dinner. Then down to my room,
& was just on the point of going out to Genl Stone, when
my hostess knocked at the door, & there stood Ali
Gabri with a card from Mrs Grant, saying that if I would
come with him to the Dr’s we would settle matters.
So off I started, & chatted to Ali on the way; he speaks
very fair English, & though no beauty he <he has> a very
pleasant & trustworthy face, looking calm, simple,
decided, & straight forward, a man whom I would
trust without a recommendation; & considering the
excellent character given him by C.P.S., Waynman
Dixon, Mr Gill, & Dr Grant, I feel every confidence
in him.

At Dr Grant’s I waited some time as they had various
domestic troubles on hand; an old housekeeper who
managed all for 5 years just left, & also a table servant,
& their kitchen stove <was> under repairs. I had a talk to Mrs G.
who was most kind & pleasant, & gave me sundry hints
on diet & health here; bye & bye the Dr had settled about
their stove, & came in to settle matters. I had written
out all that I thought necessary to settle, & Dr G. took
my paper & talked over each point with Ali Gabri in
Arabic. Ali saying that regular bakhsheesh to the
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shēkh was quite unnecessary, only giving when any
special service was required. Having settled it all,
& engaged Ali at ₤1 per week from that time forward,
(he saying that he did it for the love of Mr Smyth & Mr Gill &
not for the sake of money) we then left. They much wished
me to stay to tea, but I wanted to get on; Mrs G also invited
me to come over for Christmas Day to them <& stay there over
Sunday> but
I said I could not think of intruding on their party then;
she very kindly pressed it, & also asked me to drop in whenever
I came over to church on Sundays, saying that Mr & Mrs Gill
always did so. They said that Dr G. would consider me under
his charge in all ways, both in affairs & in health. Altogether
I could not have been more kindly, & almost affectionately,
received by them, if I had had the strongest claims upon
them, instead of being a total stranger: & I thanked
them heartily for it all.

Then I went with Ali to the station, he engaged two carts
on the way; & we then & there loaded them under
my own direction, so as to have the instrument boxes
arranged secure from falls. As an extra charge would
have been made for leaving them till tomorrow; I, by
Ali’s suggestion, had them taken out to the house of the owner
of the carts; & Ali sleeps there tonight. I went round
with him to see the place. I had no hesitation in thus
settling off hand, without making delays (of which there
are plenty in this life, ready & inevitable) as Dr Grant,
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who knows all the people there, & the native character,
thought it quite suitable to go at once. I then went
back to my hotel & ordered coffee & eggs to be ready
when Ali should come in, as he did in a short time.
I then looked over his testimonials, which he was anxious
I should see; they speak of him in even higher terms than
I had heard before; C.P.S., Dixon, Watson, & Gill, & another
traveller who took him up the Nile, all agree in his
great intelligence, scrupulous honesty & protection of his
travellers from any imposition, & his gentlemanlyness &
companionability. From my talk with him this
evening over our coffee, I can only say that his manners
are those of a perfect nature’s gentleman, & one feels that
the same delicacy & politeness is due to him that one
would use to any gentleman. <I gave him 5 fr as a starting baksh:> we 
settled that I should
join him about 6 ½ tomorrow, & see the things off, then
overtake them by donkeys & get an hour or so to look
over the tombs before they get there. He suggests my
taking Waynman Dixon’s tomb, of which he has the key
& which is all ready; & putting the boxes in the one adjoining
as W.D’s is too small. I made the old Frenchwoman
have a hearty laugh with me over my patchwork of
French & Arabic; knowing as much or more of the latter
than of the former for every day life, they come out in layers
of a few words of each; it is intelligible at all events. Literary
& scientific, & even newspaper, French is worth nothing for
details of living, so I am very glad to supplement it.
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Tuesday Dec 21

I find I have forgotten ink, so I return to
pencil in my tomb. I woke at 3, & could not sleep again,
perhaps from knowing that I must stir early. At 6 I turned
up, & was down by about 6 ½, saw Ali & found the carts on
the way close to my door; I put up my bags on them, & we
went to a near shop (native) & got a tin of petroleum, about
3 or 4 gall. for 5/6. Put it on the cart, & then Ali said he
would return soon, in ½ hr; & the carts started. I then ran
off to Dr G. & left a copy of “Stonehenge” with for him, &
posted card, no letters for me. Then met Ali who said that
he would take donkeys about there & not by the station, “because
sheeper here, than other end of town;” & he would not return
for café, so I went back & had it, & settled with old
Madame Bidechi (as I suppose); I was astonished at the
cheapness, in a place where no hotel is under 12s, to up to
₤1 per day, as they only asked 3 fr a day for my
room & 1 fr for café; so with about 4 fr a day at a
restaurant, one can live well for 8 fr <& the room is very clean & nice.> 
I gave her 2 fr
& the boy 1 ½ beside. Then I found Ali had come to the
door with one donkey, which I mounted; & soon he got
on another a little way on, & we jallacked off. I soon found
that the principal was to put plenty of weight on the stirrups,
get a good grip with the thighs, with the toes turned out,
& sit upright; thus I got on pretty well, but when the beast
trotted hard, my inside was churned most unmercifully;
a gallop was really easier. Over 10 miles of this was
pretty well for my first experience of donkey back.
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I chatted to Ali a good part of the way. We reached the
Pyramids about 10; a lovely morning with delicate
mare’s tail sky, & the Pyramids, one side warm with
sunshine, the other grey blue with slight haze. I then
looked over all the tombs available; the Arab village
has moved since C.P.S was here, & his tomb is
no longer to be had. Wayman Dixon’s is however all
ready to go into, Ali having the key, & door & <2> windows
perfect. So I decided to take that, at least for the first,
but it is small, & there is a beauty just below it,
two large ones side by side with a hole in the wall between
thus only two openings to secure; & a huge room []
perhaps 30 ft long. W.D.’s is really three, side by side
with the walls broken away; about 14 18 & 10 ft long, &
6 - 8 ft wide each. The fine pair below would want
a huge quantity of sand, bones, <mummy> wrappers, &c, cleared out,
as I should think there is an average of 3 ft deep in it
perhaps 4: so I rather think I shall stick to W.D.’s,
until at least as long as I am alone here. I went
for a little run over this (E) side of the Pyramid ground,
many pesterers old & young being in chase of me; but
by doing just what they did not expect, & making
sharp bolts over ground not usually crossed, I gave
them a long run before they <one of them> caught me up, & then
I was polite but quite indifferent to all the objects he
wanted me to see, & stuck to the trial passages &
other things which were quite out of the usual line.

Then back to the W.D. tomb, which had been cleaned out &
fresh sanded; the carts now in sight, & I sat & had
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a talk with Ali. By about 12 ½ the boxes began to be
unloaded, Ali attending below, & I placing them as
they came up; all <but one> (including the big box of the square)
were carried by a single man each with a cord round
the forehead, up about a 100 ft rise of steep sandy
slope; some lighter ones the children did; the very
heavy long box was carried by four men together.
Ali settled all the payments to the natives, giving
nothing to the helpers belonging here, as reckoning to pay
them in along with any other jobs they may do. He is
most careful about money, & refers everything
over a few pence to me, though I gave him
carte blanche to do as he reckoned proper. He only
paid 5 fr each for the carts (11 miles) & 1 fr to each of the
two men: & did the two donkeys for 5½ fr. though I then
unpacked stove & food first which entailed doing
sundry other things so that by 2 I was ready for
feeding <(chocolate, herrings, & aerated ∆)!>, having had only light 
café at 7 ½. I went on
all the afternoon straightening, Ali going off to his house
& mosque for a couple of hours. I then made my bedstead
<out of 1 inch board> when he returned, & rigged up the hammock 
cloth stretched over the two side thus [] [] as
I did not like the swinging motion; the legs raise the
top to 2 ft from the ground. It seems very comfortable &
strong enough. Then after supper on ship biscuit
eggs & chocolate, during which Ali’s son & negro
servant came in, & I gave them a taste of the biscuit,
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the hardness of which amused them (all with the view
of shewing them that I had not luxuries & expensive
things) Ali bid me good night leaving his negro
to sleep inside the tomb door as a night guard,
& I now hear the said fellow fast asleep breathing
most curiously hard & quick (32 per minute) about
double my rate. I then rigged together the two old
red curtains with pins, & stretched a string to
hang them from <the negro most attentively helping>, so as to divide 
off my bed tomb;
& by the time all was finished it was about 9 ½. Then
I hitched up on my bed sideways (& a very nice
easy chair it makes, one side to the shoulders & the
other under the knees) & wrote up this. .

I settled with Ali all that he had paid, & agreed to
do so every night; there is just about as much
ventilation as I wish for around the loose fit of
my window frame; of course there is no glass.
I saw Smyne who shewed me his testimonials, &
wanted to know if I required a cook: also an old
Sheikh Omr, about whom Ali shakes his head; he
has some testimonials, but he is of no authority here,
& only hovers about to deal in antiquities, both
genuine & largely otherwise. Now at nearly 11
I really must give some rest to my eyelids, which
are heavy. I boil all the water I drink, until I
get the big jar & the filter at work. Thus I have
actually settled in the same day week that I first landed at
          Alexandria.
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Wednesday Dec 22

Lay awake for some time, & at 6 ½ was woke
up by Ali’s slave calling on the “khawagha” <(sounded “hhhaghha”)> 
to get up, & on looking
out from my curtain his negro face gave a broadly smiling
salute; he belongs to the tribes who slash their faces, & has three
orthodox furrows in each cheek. I instructed him to bring me
some water for the bath, which he presently did. I then after
dressing, the water boiling up meanwhile, had breakfast; though
not hungry here, still I get through a quantity when I begin,
& the symptoms of a full meal never came. I then unpacked
a little more, & began overhauling my defences; the shutters were
the most shaky, so all the morning I was remaking them, with
doubling the wood & putting a bar, &c, to fasten them securely;
also strengthening the boards beneath the shutters. This lasted
th till after dinner; & when done I set about shelving, &
put up 5 shelves of 5 ft 10 ins each, with room for a 6th: then
I put up all the tools & things I had loose about in order, & had
supper; after which I put my bed frame together again (in about
5 minutes) having taken it to pieces & put it outside for the
sake of moving things; then after moving various boxes &
altering arrangements I went to bed, where I now write this at 11.0
lying on my back, being too tired & stiff to sit up. The negro &
a nephew? of Ali’s sleep together in the next tomb, with only a
thin rock between, so I can knock them up if necessary. <This is the 
permanent arrangement.>

Thursday Dec 23

Woke by the negro outside stirring,
but did not turn up till 7 ¼ being tired. Then found
Ali outside. After wash & breakfast I went on tidying
& arranging things, strengthening the door, putting on
the snap lock, &c, & putting up hooks. Having got things into
final order by 2 ½ I had dinner; & at 3 set off, just as Ali
came up to me (having gone to his dinner & mosque) & we
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went over the principal things around here. He is
very well informed. What really struck me most
is the huge granite temple, at the end of a long
causeway in front of the 2nd Pyramid. The great
extent of it, the size of the stones (some 17 ft long)
the smooth fine work of it, & the splendid flat faces
unbroken by a scrap of ornament or hieroglyphic, about
25/<0> feet high now remaining. And all this was only
the foundation of a perished superstructure.

Gills station marks have been much injured, about
half of what I saw are spoilt, or nearly so. Two sockets
are uncovered, one <NE> covered a little, the SE I did not
go to. There are two <or more> places where recent diggings
have gone close to the pavement, so that it could be
readily opened on without any difficulty, if indeed
it is not bare already. Mariette has a <native> party at
work near the 2nd ∆, so he will hear of anything
done now. I went into the entrance down to the
lines, but it was getting dark, & I was tired. I hope
to begin work tomorrow.

I then came back home to supper, & had a chat as
usual to Ali. We talk on Astronomy, navigation,
Constitutional government, &c, in a fashion that
would make anyone laugh.
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One of the three conjoined tombs is but small, & is full of
antiquities of Ali’s, but I stuck my jars in there for lack
of room elsewhere, & a skull of some old Egyptian gazes
at me from behind them as I stand in my other two
tombs. Hearing a noise just now over there I looked
up & saw a fine mouse, or perhaps field rat, drop over
into my department, & go bolting about, so I must keep
my biscuits under cover.

I am now very sleepy though it is not 9 ½, but I
want a long night. I have written to the Consulate, & to to
Dr Grant, & am going to send into Cairo for various
things tomorrow, & have this posted as well; when the
mail goes I do not know; but as there are 3 every week
it is not worth trying to hit it exactly.

I think I am very good to write so much every day.
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Friday Dec 24

After getting up & breakfast, I went off with
Ali to the Pyramid. There had been a good deal of rain in
the night, & it lay on rocky parts, & in pools in the plain: it
had also run in, & filled the foot holes cut in the entrance ?
passage. After getting up the unpleasant bit of Al-Mamûn’s ?
hole, I went on pretty easily; went into the Queens Chamber, &
then up the Grand Gallery to the Kings Chamber. Crawled into all
the length of Vyse’s cut by the air channel, & saw that the
bottom end of it is clear, but there was no draught in it.
Then in KC I measured the courses joints of bottom course of N wall,
(for Sydney Hall), & then took sundry measures in Antechamber (for
S.H.). A p 3 parties of travellers came in, & for one some port fires
were burnt, which obliged me to beat a retreat from the
sulphurous gas & strontia ? which filled the air & set Ali
coughing. I found the smell of bats very unpleasant at
first, but got used to it. The heat was too much for working
in, & I took off hat & coat at first; when Ali went off for
midday devotions, I also dispensed with boots, shirt, &
trousers, & found that I could then get on comfortably; so
I shall work by night (as Dr G. recommended) to avoid travellers;
& dispense with Ali, to avoid clothes, for I can work twice
as quick without. I found a new point, that the grooves on
the S. wall of Antechamber did not go down straight, but probably
curved off to nothing before reaching the top of the doorway; it
is all broken away, but still the E one, which is br <comes> farthest
down, is only 1.75 instead of 2.8 deep at the present end, & the
W one is nearly similar. I must take a cast of the back
sides of these grooves. I also found the wall before the heap
on the E side to be very irregular, winding & bulbous as much as 1.4.
Having done 98 measures in 3 hrs I came out & had dinner.

Then I went off for general examinations, Ali soon after
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coming up from his house, & finding me. A great amount
of the rubbish heaps have been removed for building, & in
one place at least, within a foot or two of pavement. I picked
up a piece of what must have been one of the lowest stones,
only <somewhat> browned, no weathering, & the original grinding 
scratches quite sharp. I went on & measured some of the tombs, &
then in twilight went round the 2nd & up to 3rd ∆, & was
led back by Ali over mountains of rubbish between pits,
pits, pits. The whole hill is honeycombed, & it would be hard
to find 20 feet undisturbed I should think. On getting back
I had supper, & tried eggs fried in butter; they were very
good, rather too rich to eat more than two, instead of 4 or 5
like the boiled ones; but I do not think they compensate the
trouble of cooking & cleaning up. Then after a little reading,
& writing this I went to bed about 10 ½.

I made rules to Ali yesterday, of which he quite approved.
1st that no one except Ali & his own household, were to be
allowed to come into my tomb; if they want to talk they
must do so outside. 2nd that no one is to smoke outside
any door or windows. 3rd that no one may appropriate
anything however small, but that I am quite willing to
give trifles if they are really wanted. The first day several
of the Arabs came & squatted in & about the door watching all
my proceedings, & I let them do so that they might see
I had not valuable things, & to let the edge go off their
curiosity: also the children hung about & clamoured,
it but finding they gosic {got} nothing except an occasional sharp
ordering off they have quite ceased to trouble me. All the
guides etc regard me as Ali’s property, & do not try to
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tackle me at all, not finding their first advances of
any use. One old fellow thought to hit me nicely by
coming in about 2 hrs after I got my boxes up, with what
he intended for a most winning expression on his covetous
old face, bearing a cup pot of hot coffee on a tray with a cup;
but he found me seated with a cup of hot chocolate &
biscuits & fish going off, & was met with the assurance
that I already had all that I wanted; so he retired
foiled. He probably expected to find me just done up with
unpacking, & ready to take anything.

I overhauled a batch of coins of Ali’s this evening; they were
all Imperial Alexandrian, a lot of Nero, & the bulk of
Probus, some Aurelian & Diocletian, & two of Tacitus whom I
have not got. He is accustomed to get fearful prices for them;
½ or ¼ franc, for what would sell for 1d to ½d in London.

I am very well now, having nearly got rid of a slight cold.
But the food I get through is rather more than we reckoned on;
6 ship biscuits, about ½ as much of others, ½ a pot of chocolate, some
milk & fish & 8 or 10 eggs I is about my day’s feed, & yet
I never feel anchored with it.

The rain came on again about 6 o’clock sharply, & is
drizzling on till now; quantities of little plants are
coming out all over the sand, owing to the unusual
moisture of this year.

Sunday Dec 25

After breakfast <(during which I sorted over many hundreds of
Alexandrian coins of Ali’s without finding any prizes.)>
I put up a door, which had
been made for here but never placed, & which now secures
the next tomb in which Mohammed the negro sleeps, & in
which I put one bundle of wood, & today the ladder sides also.
I then unpacked the ladders, & put together the shortest for
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use in the Pyramid now. The others will be better taken
in in pieces, for ease of carrying, & to prevent their being
racked & shaken. Then after dinner I went off with Ali
to look at the basalt? paving i/<o>n the E. side of the Great Pyramid,
supposed to belong to a temple placed there, like those on the
same sides of the 2nd & 3rd. I found that the blocks had been
fitted together, & were not squared; so there was nothing
for me to measure. They have been mainly torn up &
smashed by the peasantry lately, in order to get at the
layer of fine limestone which was placed beneath them
for a foundation; Mariette has stopped the mischief now.
Nearly the whole of the gigantic causeway, by which the ∆
stones were brought up, has been smashed up within the
last few years, to build a new Arab village, just under
the hill, below me, where Ali lives. I then carefully
measured off the distances from Mr Gill’s stations from the sides
of the sockets <(about 10 inches in each)>, except the NE which is well 
covered up, & is
in such a frequented part that I did not wish to disturb it.
The SE <W> has only the lead left, the mark having been wrenched
off: the ends of the measured base are perfect; one has
had the screw cap removed, but on scraping & blowing
the sand out I found the lines on the platinum stud all right,
& covered it again; the other end has its cap still on.

Then after having a light supper at 5, I went off with Ali
& the short ladder, by lantern light; on purpose so that the
∆ guides &c should not know of the ladder; & we hid it, on coming
out, up in Vyse’s air channel excavation, where no one goes, & out
of sight. I very carefully examined the granite leaf: & find
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that C.P.S. was quite mistaken in describing it as being
“wedged in after a fashion from the north, the groove being
one inch broader than the stone”
. Really the stone itself,
all in one piece, is of this shape; []
& though all the faces of
the stone are rough dressed
yet the little surfaces a & b are highly polished, & in some
parts even of this shape [] the sinking in at c being as
much as .2 inch. Of course they are all dusty black with
dirt, & their perfect smoothness, contrasted with the rough
general faces, & their close neighbourhood to the cement,
together with their unexpected shape, & the strange
fact that there is cement rubbed into the hollow c,
all helped to make it look much like a jamming in of
cement & chips as C.P.S. supposed. I was myself much
puzzled to make it out, as the cement in the hollow c
was so impossible to believe in, unless there was a joint
there; but it is as I have described, <for I picked some cement out of c, 
& found polished face behind it>, & I should never
have found it out but for clearing the corners at the top
of the leaf; which I thoroughly examined, cracking up the
thin smear of cement with my knife, & preserving
the bits only named from each corner. It is certain that
the top of the leaf has been very little, if at all, damaged; it
is naturally rough, & so left: the proof of this being that the
ends slope down more & more into the groove, thus [];
& I could in noone of them trace the granite nearer that
than .6 inch to the wainscot, not wishing to crack away the


